
Harmo-Energy-Ring

The  Harmo-Energy-Ring  makes  a  wonderful  gift.  It  is  the  result  of  decades  of  research  done  by  an
experienced user of the pendulum and dowsing specialist. It took him many years of research to find the
right materials from our earth and to figure out the exact proportions in how to bring them together.

Besides Aluminum as a main carrier element, the ring consists of tiny amounts of the following elements
(confirmed by EMPA*):

Aluminum (Al) Beryllium (Be) Chromium (Cr) Magnesium (Mg) Phosphorus (P) Titanium (Ti)

Antimony (Sb) Boron (B) Iron (Fe) Manganese (Mn) Silver (Ag) Zinc (Zn)

Lead (Pb) Cadmium (Cd) Kopper (Cu) Nickel (Ni) Silicon (Si) Tin (Sn)

Bismuth (Bi) Calcium (Ca) Cobalt (Co) Sodium (Na) Strontium (Sr)

70'000 Bovis  units  have been measured for  the ring (the water  of  Lourdes  shows 25'000 Bovis  units).
The ring is available in 4 sizes: 8.4cm (Max), 4.2cm, 2.0cm, 1.8cm and 1.6cm.

Application examples (according to manufacturer):

Shielding from outside

Hung inside from your window frame, the ring helps to shield the living area from radio-, TV transmitters,
cell phone antennas and power lines.

Shielding from inside

✔ Place the ring on the computer (cable clutter).

✔ Placing the ring underneath your computer or TV screen, next to your stereo, under your coffee
machine etc. helps to protect against negative oscillations.

✔ Should you live in an apartment building, you can stick the Harmo Ring to the ceiling or floor to
protect you from computer or x-ray devices located in apartments below or above you.

✔ Fix the ring to the electric engine of beds or wheel chairs.

✔ Attach the ring underneath the seat platform, if your office chair has a metal legs.

✔ Place the ring inside the glove compartment of your car. Shields you from car telephony.

✔ You can also carry the Harmo Ring inside your backpack or handbag.

Support of the body

✔ The subtle body opens right away if the Harmo Ring is placed on the chakras (energy centers).

✔ If you have physical pain, place the ring on the affected spot. Pain is reduced or disappears fully.

✔ Blockages are dissolved, the energy can flow freely again.

✔ Carrying the ring on you brings you energy and well-being.

✔ If one does not sleep well at a new location, place the ring at the foot of the bed between sheet and
mattress or just close to your sleeping place.

Stop smoking

Kinesiologists have tested the ring with countless smokers: After pulling the cigarette through the ring three
times, the polarity of the harmful substances is being reversed. The cigarette becomes tasteless. With that,
the Harmo Ring becomes a ideal tool to help you stop smoking.

Support of energizing water and food

If  you attach the ring with  adhesive tape to the water  pipe in  the kitchen or  to  the main pipe in  the
basement, the water is being energized. It becomes softer (less calcium), the quality of the tap water is
improved  immediately.  Beverages  like  mineral  water,  coffee,  food  is  being  improved  energetically  and
better digestible (do not place the ring into the water!). You can also attach the ring to the garden hose.
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